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The story to be told is one of successive reductions of the consistency ques-
tion for Quine’s NF, starting in about 1957 with the work of Specker [10].
The word ‘reduction’ is perhaps not quite the right one since it suggests sim-
plification, and the developments to be recounted below are emphatically not
simplifications! However they do render the material more tractable, and end
by casting the problem into a form which is susceptible to attack by established
methods—namely FM methods. That is the point at which this document will
halt, since, although your author has some acquaintance with those methods, it
is not profound enough to enable him to use them to prove Holmes’ result.

Thanks are due to my guide and prophet Randall Holmes, and to my fellow-
student and fellow-sufferer Marcel Crabbé, who has had some very astute and
helpful things to say. Thanks are also due to various people (most recently
Lovkush Agarwal) who have from time to time asked me to present proofs of
some of this stuff: so much understanding grows out of attempts to explain.

However I owe a particular debt to John Truss, who in his youth did a lot
of valuable work on cardinal arithmetic without the axiom of choice, a topic
of some concern to an NFiste such as your humble correspondent, and he was
gracious and accommodating in humouring my demands for information. It is
a pleasure to have this opportunity at his 70th birthday workshop to report on
some of the progress his work has facilitated.

This document is not a history, it is a tutorial. The reason why I am not
recounting the history is not that I don’t know it (I do know it) but because
my aim here is to put my readers in possession of the ideas and techniques they
will need if they are to understand the tour de force that is Holmes’ consistency
proof for NF.

Holmes’ proof is a large object, but it can be divided into two parts, the
first of which we will cover here. Holmes, building on work of Specker and
Jensen, manages to reduce the question of the consistency of Quine’s NF to
the construction of a model of Zermelo Set Theory containing a rather special
collection of cardinals, which i shall now describe.

Start by thinking of cofinite subsets of IN. Think of them as digraphs dec-
orated with natural numbers. For example, in the picture below, the cofinite
set represented by the string on the left is IN \ {2, 4, 6}; immediately to its right
is the string representing IN \ {0, 2, 3, 5}. The way in which each ray continues
upwards and disappears through the ceiling means that it contains all the larger
natural numbers, in increasing order.
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It is easy to see how one might amalgamate two such pictures of cofinite
sets into a single picture of two cofinite sets: the picture on the right is the
amalgamation of the two pictures to its left. Above a certain point (the last
address where either picture has a hole) they look the same, so you only write
that bit out once. Once one grasps that, one can easily see how to amalgamate
all such pictures of cofinite subsets of IN into one single picture, which will be
a rather special kind of digraph. If you write it with the directed edges going
upwards then any two increasing paths join, and no two decreasing paths join.
We retain in the composite digraph all the decorations present in the original
individual graphs. The result is a digraph decorated with natural numbers
in such a way that for every cofinite subset of IN there is a unique maximal
ascending path (one starting at an endpoint) whose labels make up that set. Of
course for any cofinite set X there are lots of other paths whose label sets are
precisely X but they don’t start at endpoints.

Now we decorate each node in this big tree with a cardinal, in such a way
that

if there is an edge from vertex u to vertex v (never mind the integer
decorations on v and u for the moment) and u is decorated by a
cardinal α and v is decorated by a cardinal β, then β = 2α.

We now have a tree where each node is decorated by both a natural number
and a cardinal. Any ascending length-n path through this tree will determine
a model of TSTn, the simply typed theory of sets with n levels. The final
condition is that any two such models that are decorated by the same natural
numbers must be elementarily equivalent.

Holmes’ achievement can be summarised by saying that he first (i) showed
that the existence of such a tree of cardinals implies the consistency of NF,



and he then (ii) showed how to use Fraenkel-Mostowski methods to construct
a model of Zermelo set theory containing such a tree. It is the purpose of this
document to explain how he did (i).



Chapter 1

Prerequisites, Definitions,
etc

I am going to try to use the word ‘level’ instead of ‘type’ wherever possible, the
word ‘type’ being so overloaded.

I am going to assume that the reader knows some first-year graduate model
theory, but not much. Certainly no more than can be found in [1], though the
reader will be expected to accept (but not asked to prove) that two saturated
structures of the same cardinality that are elementarily equivalent are isomor-
phic. I am also going to assume that the reader knows the infinite version of
Ramsey’s theorem and is confident about using it . . . at one point I make a
connection with BQO theory but—altho’ my motive is so doing was of course
to help clarify what Holmes is up to—it can be safely skipped by readers who
do not want to think about BQOs.

1.1 Some notation

We use upper case FRAKTUR (fraktur) characters to denote structures, and the
corresponding upper case latin characters to denote the corresponding carrier
sets: ‘M ’ denotes the carrier set of M.

The reader is assumed to understand the model-theoretic terminology ex-
pansion, reduct and substructure.

ι is the singleton function: ι(x) = {x}.
If T is a name for a system of axiomatic set theory (with extensionality of

course), then TU is the name for the result of weakening extensionality to the
assertion that nonempty sets with the same elements are identical. ‘U’ is for
‘Urelemente’—German for ‘atoms’.

We will have two set-theoretic languages in mind permanently. They are
intimately related, and similarly expressive, but since the proofs I am going to
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give you concern the relationship between these languages, you must be sure to
keep them separate in your mind!

The first is the familiar language L(∈) of set theory, with ∈ and =. NF and
NFU are theories expressed in this language.

The other is the language L(TST ) of simple type theory. The most natural
way to present this language is through the structures that are structures for
it and which accordingly motivate its definition. The paradigm example is the
family {X,P(X),P2(X),P3(X) . . .} of iterated power sets of a set X, equipped
with membership relations between adjacent levels. The levels are all to be
thought of as sets, and are all formally disjoint.

X

P(X)

P2(X)

P3(X)

P4(X)

The language for these structures has a type (“level”) for each nonnegative
integer, an equality relation at each level, and—between each pair of consecutive
levels n and n + 1—a relation ∈n,n+1. We write the membership relations in
the style: ∈i,j or—when confronted with longer subscripts that could present
demarcation problems to the eye—with parentheses: ∈(i+j, i+j+k). You might
feel that ∈n,n+1 could be more economically notated as ‘∈n’—and you would
be right—but doing it my way leaves open the possibility of having subscripts
where the two natural numbers are not consecutive, and that device is essential
if the proof of lemma 2 is to be readable.

There is also a theory TZZT which is like TST except that its levels are
indexed by Z rather than IN. The corresponding language is L(TZZT). However
it will not loom large here.

The language L(TST ) is always presented in this way, with the levels labelled
by natural numbers. However one needs to be careful how one states this,



because the set IN of natural numbers is the carrier set for an assortment of
structures and one does need to be clear about which of these structures is the
structure that indexes the family of levels. The family of structures that we want
this language to capture is closed under certain operations and the signature
of the language must respect them. Take truncation for example. Consider
the structure which is the result of equipping {X, P(X), P2(X), P3(X) . . .}
suitably with membership relations. Now consider the result of deleting the base
level X along with the associated membership relation. Naturally we want to
say that this new structure, the truncation, is a structure of the same signature;
however it seems that its bottom level is labelled ‘1’ not ‘0’. This must mean
that our labels are not natural numbers—or at least not most helpfully thought
of as natural numbers—but are something like nodes in the unique loop-free
connected digraph where every node has outdegree 1, one node has indegree
0 and all other have indegree 1. In fact it will turn out that the signature is
something slightly more sophisticated than that. We will return to this concern
on page 17 and 26.

It has to be conceded that this concern over the precise nature of the signa-
ture of L(TST ) is probably only for the squeamish; certainly the entire literature
on typed set theory to date has ignored it. We will mostly ignore it too, and
continue as if the levels were straightforwardly indexed by natural numbers.

1.2 The Axioms of Simply Typed Set Theory

The theory of simple types, TST, is simply the first-order theory of the struc-
tures we alluded to above, the structures for L(TST ). Now that we know what
the signature of L(TST ) is we are in a position to formulate axioms for it. It
has the following axioms.

An axiom of extensionality at each level

∀xn+1∀yn+1 (xn+1 = yn+1 ←→ ∀zn(zn ∈n xn+1 ←→ zn ∈n yn+1))

and (at each level) an axiom scheme of comprehension

∀~x ∃yn+1∀zn (zn ∈n yn+1 ←→ φ(~x, zn))

with ‘yn+1’ not free in ‘φ’.

Note that these subscripts are an integral part of the variables they’re at-
tached to. (Note also, that in this shorthand for the axiom scheme of compre-
hension we have had to omit the level subscripts from the variables in the vector
‘~x’ because they may be of more than one level!)

TSTU is like TST, except it allows for distinct nonempty sets. The ‘U’ is
short for urelemente. Notice that TSTU is a fragment of TST, so every model
of TST is a model of TSTU.

TSTn and TSTUn are like TST and TSTU except that they have only n
levels. We hope to be able to get away without mentioning them.

No AC or GCH.



A natural model of TST is one where, for all n, level n + 1 is genuinely
the power set of level n. That’s the idea, anyway, but in practice one wants
something a bit more relaxed, so that one says something like “level n+ 1 is a
copy of the power set of level n”. The point is that every subset of level n of
M that is visible in the host model should be encoded somehow in level n + 1
of M, and this is our official definition. One way of capturing this is to say
that whenever α is a cardinal and we pick sets of size α, 2α, 22

α

. . . and equip
them with membership relations in the obvious way then the model of TST that
results is natural. Thus one could say that a natural model of TST is either
(i) one where, for all n, level n+ 1 is genuinely the power set of level n, or (ii)
an isomorphic copy of such a model.

This brings to our notice the important triviality:

A natural model is determined up to isomorphism by the cardinality
of its bottom level.

This sounds as if, were we to narrow our search for models to natural models
(as in fact we will) then we have hobbled ourselves with a huge constraint. We
have, indeed, but the constraint is in fact helpful, as we shall see.

1.3 The Axioms of NF

The axioms of NF are those formulæ of the language L(∈) of set theory which
could become axioms of TST if we were to decorate them with type subscripts.
Such formulæ are said to be stratifiable. More formally, a wff φ of L(∈) is
stratifiable iff we can find a stratification assignment (henceforth “stratification”
for short) for it, namely a map f from its variables (after relettering where
appropriate) to IN such that if the atomic wff ‘x = y’ occurs in φ then f(‘x’) =
f(‘y’), and if ‘x ∈ y’ occurs in φ then f(‘y’) = f(‘x’)+1. Variables receiving the
same integer in a stratification are said to be of the same type1. If n successive
integers are used, the formula is said to be n-stratifiable. There is a notion of a
canonical stratification which assigns each variable the lowest possible number.
A formula with one free variable is an n-formula if that free variable is assigned
level n in the canonical stratification. If Φ and Ψ are two closed stratifiable
formulæ, then we can assign integers to their variables independently, and so
the canonical stratification for pΨ ∧Φq will be that function whose restrictions
to the two sets of variables are the two canonical stratifications.

So the axioms of NF are extensionality plus all stratifiable instances of näıve
comprehension axioms. NFU is like NF but has extensionality for nonempty
sets only, so it allows atoms. Neither of them have AC, GCH nor—obviously—
foundation. V ∈ V after all.

As noted, we can think of NF as that theory axiomatised by taking the
axioms of TST and erasing the type subscripts. This observation is both sensible
and historically correct (in the sense that that is how NF arose) but notice that
it doesn’t give us a consistency proof for NF! Read [11].

1Though nowadays I am trying to use the word ‘level’ instead.



1.3.1 Further Essential Logical Background

We will use generalised beth numbers: i0(α) := α; in+1(α) := 2in(α). (No
transfinite subscripts!). This is in addition to the usual notation where iα :=
|Vω+α|.

An aleph is the cardinal of a wellordered set.
ℵ(κ) is the least aleph 6≤ κ;

We state the following fact without proof. It is probably familiar, but it is
worth reminding ourselves that the proof makes no use of AC.

LEMMA 1 (Sierpinski-Hartogs)

ℵ(α) < ℵ(22
2α

).

1.3.1.1 Cardinal Trees

DEFINITION 1 The cardinal tree τ(α) is a downward-branching rooted tree
whose top element (root) is α. If κ ∈ τ(α) and 2β = κ then also β ∈ τ(α). For
all β, γ ∈ τ(α) there is an edge from β to γ iff γ = 2β.

We can think of cardinal trees as binary structures in more than one way,
and we will equivocate between these ways. We can think of them as posets
(sub-posets of the poset of cardinals), and when we think of them as posets we
write the order relation with the symbol ‘<<’. However it turns out the best way
to think of them formally (when we do need to think formally) is as decorated
digraphs (with an edge from the vertex with decoration ‘β’ to the edge with
decoration ‘2β ’). This is because we sometimes need to concentrate on the tree
with the cardinals thrown away, so to speak.

Holmes calls them ‘Specker trees’ because, although Specker never published
anything about them, he did at any rate invent them, and they feature in his
(unpublished) proof of the Axiom of Infinity. 2. Clearly τ(α) is a substructure
of τ(2α), and the digraph that is the union of all the τ(α), τ(2α), τ(22α) etc is
a useful structure that we—curiously—still do not have a name for. I am open
to suggestions. For the moment I am going to call them forests. An overused
word, I know, but one has to call them something.

REMARK 1 .

(1) If α is an aleph then there is a finite bound on the lengths of descending
chains in τ(α) starting at α;

(2) Every tree 〈τ(α), <<〉 is wellfounded, and therefore has a rank;
(3) If α is an aleph then its tree has finite rank, so the existence of trees of

infinite rank contradicts AC.

Proof:

2Cardinal trees are implicit in the proof that Rosser put into the second edition of [8]



1. Suppose this were not the case, and α were an aleph that was a coun-
terexample. Let β be the least member of τ(α); α = in(β) for some
n. However, if τ(α) has arbitrarily long descending chains we will have
α = in+2(γ) for some γ. This gives us γ ≥ β whence in(γ) ≥ in(β) = α
contradicting α = in+2(γ).

2. This is a consequence of Sierpinski-Hartogs. Suppose X ⊆ τ(α) has no
<<-minimal element. We obtain a contradiction by asking about the least
member of ℵ“X. (Indeed this proves that cardinal trees are wellfounded
in both the minimal-element sense and the descending-chain-condition
sense—and without using DC.)

3. This follows easily from part 2.

Conventionally we use the letter ‘ρ’ to denote the rank function for well-
founded structures, so we shall here write ‘ρ(α)’ for the rank of τ(α).

Remark 1 seems to have been recorded first in Forster’s thesis, [4]. (Boffa,
one of the examiners of [4], insisted that the proof of (2) and (3) be written
out fully and properly before he would pass the thesis. Boffa was prescient:
nowadays they are the only results from that work that anyone remembers!)

1.4 Specker’s theorem

So there is this syntactical relation between NF (NFU) and TST (TSTU). A
great breakthrough in NF studies happened when Specker showed that this
relation corresponds to a relation between models of NF and special kinds of
models of TST. . . which we will now explain.

If Φ is an expression in the language of simple type theory let Φ+ be the
result of raising all type indices in Φ by 1, and let Φn be the result of doing this
n times.

There is a corresponding operation on models: Suppose M |= TST , or
TSTU . Form a new model M∗ by deleting the bottom level (level 0) from M
and relabelling the old level 1 as level 0, with the others consequently. So we
have

M |= φ+ iff M∗ |= φ

Now let Γ be a sensible class of closed formulæ, like a quantifier class, or
formulæ using only two levels or only three levels or something like that, but at
all events closed under this + operation. This last condition means that we have
a sensible notion of an ambiguity scheme for Γ, which is {Φ ←→ Φ+ : Φ ∈ Γ},
written “Amb(Γ)”. Full ambiguity (written just plain “Amb”) is the scheme of
all Φ←→ Φ+. A “tsau” (type-shifting automophism) of a model M |= TST is
an isomorphism M→M∗. Thus, if σ is a tsau then, for all objects xn of level3

3Strictly these maps are automorphisms only if M is a model of TZZT.



n, σ(xn) is an object of level n + 1. Boffa used the word ‘glissant’ to describe
models with a tsau; a model that merely satisfied ambiguity bore the adjective
‘ambigu’.

THEOREM 1 Specker [11]. Specker’s Equiconsistency Lemma.
Given a model M of TST or TSTU plus full ambiguity, there is M′ elemen-

tarily equivalent to M with a tsau σ.

We omit the proof, for two reasons. (i) it can be obtained from general
model-theoretic nonsense involving saturated models that the reader can prob-
ably reconstruct for themselves, and (ii) the details involved do not develop into
ideas that we need elsewhere in this present treatment.

Actually what we need is not literally theorem 1 but a version that claims
the same for NFU. There are many versions of theorem 1, for example a version
that says that if TST remains consistent on the addition of the scheme Ambn

then there is a model of TST with a tsau that shifts levels by n. We don’t need
any of these results in what follows, but it is worth mentioning them in order
to provide a context.

1.4.1 The Quotient over a tsau

Next we have to think about how to recover a one-sorted structure from a
many-sorted structure with a tsau.

If M is a structure for L(TST ), and σ is a type-shifting automorphism of
M, then we can construct from it a structure for L(∈,=). The domain of the
new structure is the set of things in M of level 0, its equality is equality in the
sense of M, and x ∈ y iff M |= x ∈ σ(y).

If M was a model of TST (or TSTU) then the new structure is a model
for NF or NFU. The proof is not particularly illuminating (except perhaps to
readers who want practice in manipulating stratifiable formulæ) and is omitted.

This tells us that if TST (or TSTU) plus complete ambiguity is consistent,
then so is NF (or NFU).

Specker’s equiconsistency theorem is the fundamental result in the
model theory of NF. It is the needle through whose eye run all the
threads that lead us to Con(NF).

Fundamental it may be, but it is also potentially misleading. Since NF is
equiconsistent with TZZT+ Ambiguity, and the axioms of TZZT are ambiguous
(in the sense that φ is an axiom of TZZT iff φ+ is) surely (one might think) it’s a
matter of some routine model-theoretic nonsense to obtain a model M such that
TH(M) is theory extending TZZT with not only an ambiguous set of axioms but
also an ambiguous set of theorems. To put it another way—in a slightly more
general context—one might think that if one has a consistent theory T in a
language admitting an automorphism ∗ such that φ∗ is an axiom of T iff φ is,
then one would not only have T ` φ iff T ` φ∗ (which is pretty obvious, after all)
but one might expect T ` φ ←→ φ∗ to hold for all φ. Interestingly this is not



the case, and in [10]4 Specker provides a discussion of some counterexamples.
He even provides examples of theories T which satisfy T ` φ iff T ` φ∗ but
which nevertheless violate the stronger form, so that T ` φ←→ ¬φ∗ for at least
some φ. He doesn’t actually show that NF is such a T—fortunately for us—but
his earlier result [12] shows that any model of TZZT which is ambiguous enough
to give us a model of NF must violate choice, and soft general model-theoretic
methods are not going to refute AC for us. We need something different . . . and
much harder. That is why Holmes’ consistency proof comes nearly sixty years
later than Specker’s equiconsistency theorem.

4The version cited here is translated into English and has lots of graphics not furnished in
the original. I like to think it’s a helpful read.



Chapter 2

Jensen’s Proof of
Con(NFU)

Jensen’s proof relies on the work of Specker discussed in the previous chapter,
and draws in two other strands of thinking. One is Ramsey’s theorem, which
needs no introduction. The other—not so well-known—is the device of extracted
model originally used by Mostowski to prove the independence of extensionality
from the other axioms of ZF(C). Since this technique is of some independent
interest, we will spell it out in slightly more detail than is strictly needed for
present purposes.

2.1 Mostowski’s Extracted Models

We start with a structure 〈V,∈〉 and an injection f : V → V which is not a
surjection. For example, f could be the singleton function ι: ι(x) = {x}, or
some iterate thereof.

Using this f we define a new structure: its domain is the same universe as
before, but the membership relation, which we will write ‘∈f ’, is different—being
defined by saying x ∈f y is false unless y is a value of f and x is a member of
f−1(y). (So that everything that is not an (as it might be) singleton has become
an empty set (an urelement) in the sense of ∈f ). Observe that, as long as f is
definable without parameters (which it always will be here) the new structure
is a reduct of the old.

Now we must prove that if 〈V,∈〉 was a model of ZF then the new structure
〈V,∈f 〉 is a model of ZFU (which is ZF with extensionality weakened to the
assertion that nonempty sets with the same elements are identical). There might
be something one can say in general about how, when T is a theory of sets (with
extensionality) and 〈V,∈〉 is a model of T , and f is an injection that is not a
surjection, then 〈V,∈f 〉 is a model of T with extensionality weakened to admit
urelemente. However, as far as I know, noöne has said it. No doubt something
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should be said along those lines, but it is not necessary for our purposes. We
need only a particular instance of this putative general result, and we shall prove
it later when we need it. For the moment we consider only the ZF(C) setting.

Suppose 〈V,∈〉 |= FC; what is true in 〈V,∈f 〉? Try pairing, for example:
what is the pair of x and y in the sense of ∈f? A moment’s reflection shows
that it must be f{x, y}: if you are a member of f{x, y} in the sense of ∈f then
you are a member of f−1 · f{x, y}, so you are obviously x or y. Think about
this until you are happy about it. Then try power set and sumset. (The power
set of x in the new sense must be f of the set of those things that are subsets-
of-x-in-the-new-sense . . . ). Only later should you start worrying about proving
a theorem about which statements are preserved.

2.2 Jensen’s Extracted Models

Jensen’s extracted models are not literally the same construction as Mostowski’s,
since Jensen is working in a many-sorted language not a one-sorted language,
so there are countably many injective functions not just one. Nevertheless the
two constructions are morally the same.

Let M = 〈Mi : i ∈ IN〉 be a model of TST. M is equipped, for each i ∈ IN,
with a membership relation ∈i,i+1 that holds between objects of level i and
objects of level i+ 1.

First we fix M and define, for any i < j in IN, a membership relation ∈(i,j)
between things of level i and level j as follows.

DEFINITION 2
xi ∈(i,j) yj iff M |= y is a set of singletons(j−i−1) and ι(j−i−1)(xi) ∈(j−1,j) yj.

Note that one consequence of definition 2 is that unless yj is a set of
singletons(j−i−1) in the sense of M then it will be empty in the sense of ∈(i,j)
. . . an urelement, in fact.

We are now ready to define, for any I ⊆ IN, the extracted model MI , a
structure for L(TST ). The levels of MI are the levels 〈Mi : i ∈ I〉.

I is the range of an increasing function f : IN → IN, or (if it is finite) the
range of an increasing function f to IN from some proper initial segment of IN.
The ith level of MI will be level Mf(i) from M.

We now say that

DEFINITION 3 MI |= xi ∈(i,i+1) yi+1 iff xf(i) ∈(f(i),f(i+1)) yf(i+1)

Observe that the M∗ construct of page 12 is a special case of definition 3:
M∗ is precisely M(IN\{0}).

In an analogy with the ZF setting we find

LEMMA 2 MI is a model of TSTU with urelemente.



Proof:

MI is clearly going to be a model of weak extensionality. For the compre-
hension axioms we argue as follows. I is the range of an increasing function
f : IN → IN, or (if it is finite) the range of an increasing function f to IN
from some proper initial segment of IN. For φ ∈ L(TST ), let φI be the re-
sult of replacing any variable ‘xi’ by the variable ‘xf(i)’, and all occurrences of
‘∈(i,j)’ by ‘∈(f(i),f(j))’. Observe that if φ(x, ~y) is a wff of L(TST ), then so is
φI(x, ~y), so {x : φI(x, ~y)} is a set of M. Then, for some suitable exponent n,
ιn“{x : φI(x, ~y)} is the extension of φ(x, ~y) in M. This verifies the axioms of
comprehension in MI .

Now is perhaps the proper moment to return to our concern on page 9
about the correct signature for L(TST ). What is the structure that indexes the
membership relations between the levels? We saw there that a truncation of
the IN-like thing that was to be our signature had to be the same thing. Now
we see that any infinite substructure of it has to be isomorphic to it. What this
means is that the object indexing the levels has to be the naturals numbers as
a strict poset, with the numbers themselves discarded.

We find ourselves in a similar situation vis à vis the concept of a block in
BQO theory. There is scope for an illuminating discussion about these matters.

2.3 Iterated Extraction

Notice that the extracted structure MI has the same signature as M. Or at
least we resolve that we should conceptualise the signature in such a way that
this turns out to be the case! That done, we find that having performed one
extraction we are well-placed to perform another. If we have J ⊆ I ⊆ IN we
can extract once to obtain MI and then—since J ⊆ I—we can extract again.
The result of this second extraction had better be MJ . To verify that it is,
indeed, MJ , we have to check that the membership relation between levels i
and i + j + k is the same as one would get by first defining two membership
relations—the first between levels i and i+j and the second between levels i+j
and i+ j + k—and then discarding level i+ j.

Definitions 2 and 3 tell us how to define ∈(i, i+j+k) in one hit:

xi ∈(i, i+j+k) z(i+j+k) iff z(i+j+k) is (in the sense of the original model) a

set-of-singletons(j+k−1), and ι(j+k−1)(xi) ∈(i+j+k−1, i+j+k) z(i+j+k).
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In the same way we can define ∈(i, i+j) and ∈(i+j, i+j+k):

• xi ∈(i, i+j) y(i+j) iff y(i+j) is (in the sense of the original model)
a set-of-singletonsj−1, and ι(j−1)(xi) ∈(i+j−1, i+j) y(i+j);
• y(i+j) ∈(i+j, i+j+k) z(i+j+k) iff z(i+j+k) is (in the sense of the original

model) a set-of-singletons(k−1), and ι(k−1)(y(i+j)) ∈(i+j−1, i+j+k) z(i+j+k).

Then xi ∈(i+j+k) z(i+j+k) in two hits iff z(i+j+k) is a set-of-singletons (in
the sense of ∈(i+j, i+j+k)) and there is y(i+j) which (in the sense of ∈(i, i+j)) is
the singleton of xi, and y(i+j) ∈(i+j, i+j+k) z(i+j+k).

Observe that, in this last setting, if y(i+j) is the singleton of xi (in the sense
of ∈(i, i+j)) then it is nonempty (in the sense of ∈(i, i+j)) and is therefore a set

of singletons(j−1). That will ensure that it is in fact a set of singletons(j+k−1)

(in the sense of the original model).

This coherence of iterated extraction is essential to Jensen’s construction. It
is not proved in [7] but it is probably worth spelling out in any tutorial-style
treatment.



2.4 Jensen’s Use of Ramsey’s Theorem

We are now in a position to exploit Ramsey’s theorem.

Let M |= TSTU, and let Φ be an expression in LTST whose variable(s) of
lowest level are of level 0. Φ speaks of, say, five levels, so let us partition [IN]5.
Let I = {i1, . . . , i5} be a quintuple we are trying to colour. Send {i1, . . . , i5}
to 1 if MI |= Φ and to 0 otherwise1. (In the approach we are using here MI

is a structure with five levels and so is a model of TST5. If we don’t want
to consider the theories TSTn—and on page 9 we expressed the hope that we
might get away without ever considering them—then we give I colour 1 iff Φ
holds in every extracted model whose first five levels are labelled i1, i2 · · · i5.
Since Φ mentions only five levels all these models will agree on Φ. This way of
doing it—avoiding the TSTn—will ring bells later.)

We now invoke Ramsey’s theorem to find an infinite J ⊆ IN monochromatic
for this partition and consider MJ . By monochromaticity, either every model
extracted from MJ satisfies Φ or every model extracted from MJ satisfies ¬Φ,
so certainly every model extracted from MJ satisfies Φ ←→ Φ+. Let us adopt
a definition

DEFINITION 4 A “Ψ-model” of TSTU is a model with the property that all
models extracted from it satisfy Ψ.

Using this terminology2 we can state what we have just described as

LEMMA 3 (Jensen, [7])
For M any model of TSTU, and Φ any expression of L(TST ) there is an (infi-
nite) I ⊆ IN s.t. MI is a (Φ←→ Φ+)-model.

Lemma 3 is a routine application of Ramsey’s theorem. The key observation
at this point is that extraction is transitive, as we saw in section 2.3. This means
that—having wellordered the closed formulæ3 of L(TST ) in order-type ω as
〈φi : i ∈ IN〉—we can, starting with any model of TSTU, successively extract a
φ1 ←→ φ+1 -model, a (φ1 ←→ φ+1 )∧ (φ2 ←→ φ+2 )-model, indeed, for any n ∈ IN,

a
∧
i<n

(φi ←→ φ+i )-model.

We now use compactness to get a model for complete ambiguity, general
model theoretic nonsense as in lemma 1 to get a model glissant (with a tsau),
and then the quotient over the tsau is a model of NFU.

Two minor points

(i) Notice that because of the need to iterate extraction this transitivity of
extraction is not merely cute, it is actually indispensible.

1We could dispense with the condition that the variables of lowest level in Φ are of level
0, but then we would have to partition [IN]k where k is the highest level mentioned in Φ

2It’s a nonce notation, not in the literature
3At least those formulæ whose variables of lowest level are of level 0, as in the footnote on

page 19.



(ii) Had it been the case that a finite conjunction of expressions of the form
φ ←→ φ+ were another expression of that form we would not have needed to
iterate, and we could have obtained our goal by applying compactness to lots
of models each obtained from a single extraction.

2.5 Tangled Types

When we defined the model MI extracted from a model M of TST we first
defined new membership relations to hold between the elements in the surviving
(undeleted) levels. But the fact that these new membership relations were
definable in the old language means that we could have taken the view that
those new membership relations were there under our noses all along!

The act of bringing them out in the open is of course an act of expanding
the model M to a structure of a new signature with more gadgets.

The language for the new structure will be called ‘L(TTT )’, where ‘TTT’
means Tangled Type Theory.

DEFINITION 5
L(TTT ) is L(TST ) with extra binary relation symbols ∈i,j for each i < j ∈ IN.

We then characterise a theory in L(TTT ), a theory we will call TTTU,
which will be equipped with the following axioms. Let Φ be any axiom of TSTU,
and let Φ mention n levels. Let I = {i1 . . . in} be an n-sized subset of IN (with
i1 < . . . in). Φ now naturally gives rise to a formula which it would be natural
to write ΦI , namely the result of replacing any variable ‘xj’ in Φ with ‘x(ij)’

and any ‘∈(j,j+1)’ with ‘∈(ij ,ij+1)’. We now adopt ΦI as an axiom of TTTU.

Marcel Crabbé points out that every glissant model of TST is a model of
TTT!

We could have given a more general definition of L(TTT ), where the set of
types (levels) is an arbitrary total order rather than specifically IN. Indeed it’s
easy to see how a simple compactness argument can be used to show that it
doesn’t matter what (infinite) total order we take to index our types/levels.

We could even go for greater generality still by modifying the definition to
read “. . . with extra binary relation symbols ∈i,j whenever 〈i, j〉 ∈ F” where F
is a binary relation on some set”. And, yes, the use of the letter ‘F ’ here is
designed to suggest ‘frame’ as in possible world semantics. It’s a plot point!

The key to seeing what the most general form is for a frame for a model of
TTT is of course to keep continually in mind what it was that TTT was sup-
posed to do. It’s supposed to be a way of getting extracted models that satisfy
arbitrarily large finite subschemes of ambiguity, and it does this by supporting
Jensen’s use of Ramsey’s theorem to extract a model. It was invented in order
to be a theory on which one could perform the Jensen extracted model construc-
tion while outputting from this construction another model of the theory one
starts with. This is because one has to iterate the Ramsey argument arbitrarily
finitely often.



OK, TTT is a theory s.t. a model of it is a family of sets with a binary
relation R and, for each pair 〈a, b〉 ∈ R, a binary relation ∈a,b ⊆ a× b such that,
whenever we have an R-chain and we equip each link in it with the appropriate
binary relation, we get a model of TST. Or perhaps it’s better to think of a
model of TTT as such a binary structure (a digraph for example) with the
vertices decorated by sets and the edges decorated by ∈-relations. Either will
do. The first example that leaps to mind is of course the rather special case
where the family is indexed by IN, and R is simply <IN, the strict order on
IN. This certainly has the desired properties: if you colour n-tuples from IN
according to whether or not some given φ is true in the corresponding extracted
model of TST you get an infinite monochromatic subset of IN and the consequent
substructure is another model of (this flavour of) TTT so you can iterate. So
far so good!

One last thought—a wee sleeper—before we start working with TTT. Any
model of TTT remains essentially unchanged if we replace any one of its com-
ponents by a set of the same size: we can simply rejig the membership relations
to obtain a structure isomorphic to the model we started with. Thus one can
think of the levels in a model of TTT as cardinals rather than sets. Indeed, in
what follows we will increasingly find ourselves thinking of models of TTT as
frames (binary relational structures) with the points (vertices) decorated with
cardinals, and each edge x → y decorated with a function fx,y that, on being
given a set X whose cardinal decorates x and a set Y whose cardinal decorates
y, returns a membership relation that relates members of X to members of Y .
On this way of thinking one obtains a model of TTT (as originally conceived)
from a model of TTT (conceptualised in the new way) by first thinking of car-
dinals as equivalence classes under equinumerosity, then invoking AC to pick
a set from each cardinal, and finally using the fx,y to supply the membership
relations ∈x,y. Jumpy readers might recall that NF refutes AC and accordingly
think this move is dangerous. However AC is used only in the metatheory.

2.5.1 TTT-stratified Formulae

Notice that the axioms we have declared for TTT share a very specific property,
a kind of strong stratification. They are all expressible in extracted models of
TSTU. Information couched in a form that requires us to use both the predicates
∈i,j and ∈i,k with i 6= k gets lost in the passage to an extracted model of TSTU.

DEFINITION 6 A formula φ ∈ L(TTT ) is TTT-stratified iff whenever ‘∈(i,j)’
appears in φ then, for i 6= i′ and j 6= j′, neither ‘∈(i′,j)’ nor ‘∈(i,j′)’ appear in
φ.

Notice that we say ‘stratified’ not ‘stratifiable’ because we actually supply
indices.

There is a another sense of ‘stratifiable’ in which a formula of L(TTT) is
stratifiable iff it becomes a stratifiable formula of L(∈,=) on erasing all the



indices. That is a weaker condition than TTT-stratified: ‘xi ∈(i,j) yj ∧ xi ∈(i,k)
wk’ is stratifiable in this weak sense but is not TTT-stratified. This weak notion
of stratifiability may be of interest, but it has no rôle in what follows, and we
mention it here only to warn the reader against being distracted by it.

TTT-stratified formulæ crop up in connection with set existence axioms and
also in connection with invariance with respect to the injection used to perform
the extraction. We deal with the set existence axioms first, since the invariance
question requires a bit more thought.

2.5.1.1 Set Existence

We note en passant that if we were to allow set existence axioms into TTT
for open formulæ that are stratifiable in the weak parenthetical sense of two
paragraphs ago we rapidly run into inconsistency. The first step is to define
an “inhomogeneous4 equality relation” rather as in the final section of [3].
When k < i, j we can define xi ∼i,j;k xj by (∀yk)(yk ∈(k,i) xi ←→ yk ∈(k,j)
xj). Then, if we are allowed comprehension axioms for formulæ that are not
TTT-stratified (with parameters) we have both (∀xi)(∃!xj)(xi ∼i,j;k xj) where
the witness to the uniqueness quantifier is given by the comprehension axiom
(∀xi)(∃xj)(∀yk)(yk ∈(k,i) xi ←→ yk ∈(k,j) xk), and (∀xj)(∃!xi)(xi ∼i,j;k xj)
similarly. Thus ∼i,j;k defines a bijection between levels i and j, which we can
write id(i,j;k)(xi). We will hold k fixed, and suppress it—with a view to legibil-
ity. Then we can recreate Russell’s paradox (as in [3]) by considering that y1
such that

(∀x0)(x0 ∈ y1 ←→ x0 6∈ id(0,1)x0).

We instantiate ‘x0’ to ‘(id(0,1))
−1(y1)’ to obtain

(id(0,1))
−1(y1) ∈ y1 ←→ (id(0,1))

−1(y1) 6∈ id(0,1)((id(0,1))−1(y1))

which simplifies to

(id(0,1))
−1(y1) ∈ y1 ←→ (id(0,1))

−1(y1) 6∈ y1.

Really what is going on here is that a visible inhomogeneous equality relation
contradicts the internal version of Cantor’s theorem, Russell’s Paradox being
the worm in the heart of Cantor’s theorem.

2.5.1.2 Does it Matter which Injection We Use to do the Extraction?

To expand structures for L(TST ) to structures for L(TTT ) we used a power of
ι, but any function that is injective and raises levels by the right amount will
do. The point is that, if F is an internally definable injection that raises levels
by n and g is any definable injection from level i into level i, then there is a
definable function f such that f ◦ (λx.ιn“x) = F ◦ g.

4NFistes say of n-ary relations captured by a stratified formula wherein all the free variables
are of the same level that they are homogeneous. Equality is obviously homogeneous!
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We observe without proof that if we expand a model M of TST in two dif-
ferent ways to structures M1 and M2 for L(TTT )—using internally definable
injections in both cases—then M1 and M2 satisfy the same TTT-stratified sen-
tences. More to the point, if I ⊆ IN then the two extracted models MI (the two
substructures of M1 and M2) are isomorphic.

2.5.2 Closing Thoughts

Since every model of TSTU can be expanded in a canonical way to a model
of TTTU we can always think of a structure for L(TST ) as a structure for
L(TTT ). Are TSTU and TTTU synonymous theories? If you turn a model of
TSTU into a model of TTTU and then back into a model of TSTU you get back
the model you started with. If you start with a model of TTTU the model of
TTTU you end up with might not be the one you started with; after all, you
might have started with a model of TTT and then you would get back a model
of TTTU with lots of urelemente.

Thus every model of TSTU can be expanded to a model of TTTU, using
definable new membership relations. Varying the choice of definable relations
alters the model you get but doesn’t affect the “stratified” part. However it
seems clear that not every model of TTTU arises in this way from a model of
TSTU. (models of TTT don’t seem to arise from their reducts in any straight-
forward way, if indeed at all). So although TSTU and TTTU are certainly
mutually interpretable they are not obviously synonymous.

We have seen how every model of TSTU can be expanded to a model of
TTTU. And we can extract models of TSTU from models of TSTU. Must
show that these processes commute: a model extracted from an expansion is
an expansion of a model extracted. Expand then Extract then Reduce gives
the same as Extract. However Reduce then Extract then Expand does not
give the same as Extract.





Chapter 3

Holmes’ Work on TTT and
Tangled Webs of Cardinals

“Now we see the violence inherent in the system”
—Dennis the constitutional peasant.

And there it rested for thirty years. In fact not even there, since the dis-
cussion in section 2.5 is not in Jensen, but is the result of hindsight inspired by
subsequent developments. Worries about those details did not serve any pur-
pose in 1967. Thus when—in that section—I was using the expressions ‘TTTU’
and ‘L(TTT )’ I was being anachronistic: the triple ‘T’ notation did not emerge
until [5] when Holmes identified the theory TTT and gave it a name. Holmes’
insight in [5] was that the key (well, a key) to Jensen’s construction was that
TSTU had the nice property that any model extracted from a model of TSTU
was also a model of TSTU. That was the feature that made it possible to re-
peatedly apply Ramsey’s theorem and then exploit compactness. The cost is
paid in urelemente, so that the end result is a consistency proof for NFU rather
than for NF. Holmes’ insight was that if we could spice up TSTU to a the-
ory that retained the nice property that the class of its models is closed under
extraction while still retaining extensionality one would obtain a consistency
proof for full NF instead of mere NFU. Once given that motivation, it is clear
what this theory must be. It must be the theory TTT, namely TTTU with full
extensionality. So we immediately obtain a new reduction of the consistency
problem for NF:

LEMMA 4 (Holmes [5])
NF is consistent iff Tangled Type Theory (TTT) is consistent.

Remark 4 is all very well, but why is this reduction any use to us? Why
should TTT be consistent? Where in God’s name were we supposed to find
models for TTT? We do not seem to have made any progress at all. And there
matters rested for a couple of decades. . . until Holmes had his next good idea,
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in 2010. And his next good idea was not a construction of a model for TTT,
but a yet further reduction. The discussion that follows is not in Holmes, but is
the result of your humble correspondent’s attempt to tease out the motivation
for himself . . . a rational reconstruction perhaps.

3.1 Unfolding Binary Structures

Let us formally appropriate the word ‘frame’ from the technical jargon of pos-
sible world semantics. (We have already done so informally). A frame for a
possible world model is a binary structure with a designated element; to obtain
a possible world model we decorate the elements of the binary structure with
structures called worlds. A frame for TTT will be a partial ordering (thought of
as a digraph) and to obtain a structure for L(TTT ) we will decorate its nodes
with sets and its edges with membership relations. Notice that the frame is
not the poset but the (graph of the) order relation on the poset, as we can
see by considering the simple case with which we started—levels indexed by
natural numbers. The nodes (the natural numbers) are decorated with sets,
and the edges (pairs of natural numbers) are decorated with binary relations.
The first example for a frame for a model of TTT was of course <IN, but of
course <IN�X will do for any infinite subset of IN. Indeed when we perform
an extraction consequent to an application of Ramsey’s theorem to obtain an
infinite monochromatic set X then the extracted model we obtain is based on
the frame <IN�X. (Of course in some sense this is exactly the same frame; recall
the discussion of signatures on page 9).

Now you can’t decorate an arbitrary wellfounded partial ordering with cardi-
nals and expect the edge relation to be exponentiation—because exponentiation
is single-valued. So there can be no models of TTT in which the extracted mod-
els of TST are natural. That doesn’t mean that there can’t be any models of
course, but it does mean that there can be no models that are in any sense
natural. Nevertheless the idea of naturality is so attractive that we should be
prepared to go through considerable contortions to preserve it. We are going
to be interested in taking a [graph of a] partial ordering (one that is secretly
destined to be the frame of a model of TTT) and unfolding it somehow into
a tree—with the vague thought that one might some day turn the tree into a
cardinal tree by decorating it. Cardinal trees, after all, are a topic about which
we know something—more at any rate than we know about models of TTT!
The point is that if we can somehow turn the search for a model of TTT into a
search for a cardinal tree of some kind then we will have got round the problem
caused by uniqueness of exponentiation.

The problem of the uniqueness of exponentiation and the way in which this
prevents us from obtaining natural models of TTT is so important we need a
name for it, so i shall call it the Uniqueness of Exponentiation Problem;
grappling with it is the key idea underlying the next stage of the journey towards
Con(NF).

So we need to think a bit about unfolding binary structures into trees. Un-



folding is a very useful general idea. A common feature seems to be that an
unfolding of a structure M is something that is somehow less tangled than M
but nevertheless contains the same information. It will be of the same, or a
closely related, similarity type. The unfolding will be bigger, and M will be a
homomorphic image of it. The unfolding operation will probably be idempotent.

Lets have some examples.

Regular Languages

A regular language is an unfolding of a (finite) machine.

Discrete Games

Think of the set of board positions of chess as a binary structure P = 〈P, r〉,
where r relates position p to position p′ if p′ can be reached from p in one move.
Plays (generally I prefer the French word ‘partie’) of the game correspond to
r-chains. Plays are clearly organised into a tree. This unfolding puts chess into
a kind of normal form for two-player combinatorial games, which are defined
by (i) an arena from which the two players pick elements alternately thereby
generating a play, and a (ii) winning set which is the set of those plays that are
won by player I.

Frames and Possible Worlds

Another natural example comes from possible world semantics. Given a possible
world model M, unfold its frame to obtain a model M′ based on the unfold-
ing so that M ≡ M′. Rob Goldblatt says1 “. . . this technique was used by
Henrik Sahlqvist to show that there is no modal scheme characterizing asym-
metry/antisymmetry and to give “simple” proofs that K4 is determined by
irreflexive trees, D4 by irreflexive trees with infinite branches, S4 by reflexive
trees, and many other such results.” See [9] p 125.

Goldblatt continues . . . “He called the construction “unravelling”. See p. 125
of the 1975 reference below which is a revision of his 1973 Oslo thesis (Masters
I think, called “cand. real.”). The paper also refers to an April 1972 preprint of
his giving the undefinability results for asymmetry and intransitivity. I think the
notion of a graph being “unwound” into a tree occurs very widely, for instance in
the study of automata on trees. Probably you would find it in Rabin’s work from
the 1960’s using such automata to show decidability of 2nd-order theories.”

3.1.1 Unfolding Frames of Models for TTT

So the thought is this. As noted above, you can’t decorate an arbitrary well-
founded poset with cardinals and expect the edge relation to be exponentiation—
because exponentiation is single-valued. However you might be in with a chance
of decorating-with-cardinals a tree that you get by unfolding your poset.

1Personal communication



Let’s give it a go.

The partial ordering <IN is a natural frame for a model of TTT: we would
be very happy to have a model of TTT based on this frame. There are of course
any number of ways of unfolding this structure into a tree (or a forest). Here’s
one that will teach us some lessons.

We unfold things by pursuing paths thru’ them. A thought: We are going to
use Ramsey arguments, and the exponents in these Ramsey arguments are all
finite, so we can only exploit finite initial segments of these extracted models.
So let’s keep things simple by considering only descending paths thru’ IN; sll
such are finite2.

We start by thinking about descending finite sequences of naturals ordered
by reverse end-extension, The figure below shows descending finite sequences
whos top element is 5.
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Figure 5

The idea now is to decorate each node with a cardinal such that it forms a
cardinal tree. Clearly by Easton’s theorem this is possible.

So we have a cardinal tree (well, forest) that is a decoration of the unfolding
of <IN. Notice that every cardinal in this forest is an aleph, and this tells us
immediately that we cannot have captured the whole story, since (as we know,
tho’ we don’t need the proof details here) NF refutes choice. What are we
missing? Well, what did we want these unfoldings for? We want to perform the
Ramsey extraction. Our original partial ordering <IN had lots of descending
sequences. Take 320 for example. In the unfolding this appears infinitely often.
This descending sequence comes to our attention in the Ramsey step in the

2Let’s forget about the elementarity conditions for the moment while we are finding our
feet. It will turn out that if we drop the elementarity conditions then we can indeed easily
decorate the whalebone with cardinals, indeed even with alephs!! The reason for doing this is
to emphasise that we really do need the elementarity conditions.



iterated extraction process, when we are trying to two-colour triples in the
frame <IN by reference to a formula φ that mentions three types. You give
the triple 320 one colour if φ comes out true in the natural model consisting of
levels 0, 2 and 3 in the model of TTT and another if it comes out false. But in
the unfolded tree there are infinitely many natural models corresponding to the
triple 320! In some of these models φ might hold while failing in some others.
Clearly if the Ramsey step is to have in this new context the effect we wanted
then we are going to have to stipulate that among the natural models there is
to be no such difference of opinion concerning φ.

That is, we insist that our cardinals decorating the unfolding must ensure
that,

for every n, and every tuple t of length n, any two extracted
models whose the labels of whose levels come from t are
elementarily equivalent.

The text in boldface is the Elementarity Condition; if it is met, then—when
we attempt to colour a tuple by using a formula φ—we will succeed, since all
the natural models corresponding to that tuple agree on φ. Thus if we succeed
in decorating the unfolding of a TTT-frame with cardinals in such a way as
to satisfy the elementarity condition we can run the Ramsey-style iteration of
extraction and obtain a consistency proof for TST+ ambiguity, just as if we
had a model of TTT. A Tangled Web Of Cardinals is an unfolded TTT-
frame that has been decorated by cardinals in a manner compliant with the
elementarity condition.

For example, suppose we are to two-colour triples of natural numbers using a
formula φ that uses three types. What colour are we to give the triple 210? It de-
pends on the truth-value of φ in the various three-level models 〈54210, 5421, 542〉,
〈53210, 5321, 532〉, 〈543210, 54321, 5432〉, and 〈5210, 521, 52〉 plus of course in-
finitely many others whose labels have maximal element other than 5. These are
the models whose bottom level is labelled with a tuple whose last three elements
are 2,1 and 0. So we have to decorate the nodes with cardinals in such a way
that the corresponding natural models (given by those cardinals) agree on φ.

When you apply Ramsey to a Tangled Web based on (that is, is a decoration
of) an unfolding of <IN you obtain a substructure, and that substructure is based
on (that is, is a decoration of) an unfolding of <IN�X for some infinite X ⊆ IN.
But these two unfoldings are of course isomorphic, so you have another structure
of the same kind, so you can apply Ramsey again.

Notice that the tangled web of cardinals need not contain any cardinal of
infinite rank. We saw in theorem 1 that cardinals of infinite rank contradict
choice so it is not unreasonable to conjecture that the existence of a cardinal
of infinite rank might be related somehow to the consistency of NF. What the
foregoing tells us is that what gives us con(NF) is not infinite cardinal rank but
the elementarity conditions. At the time of writing we still do not know whether
or not a cardinal of infinite rank has the consistency strength of Con(NF).



The reader might think (as your author did) that if we forget about the
elementarity conditions and just start with a much larger and fluffier tree of
cardinals, and use some stronger Ramsey-type theorem in the metalanguage,
then we can obtain the same result. This is probably not a completely crazy
idea, but noöne has managed to make it work, and Holmes (in conversation) is
dismissive of the idea.

Holmes’ definition of tangled web of cardinals is slightly more restrictive. It
can afford to be, since he knows how to construct tangled webs satisfying his
stronger condition!

DEFINITION 7 Tangled Webs of Cardinals
Fix a regular ordinal γ, and let our frame F be the order relation on the

ordinals below γ. Unfold F into a forest by taking the nodes to be finite sets of
ordinals below γ+1 ordered by initial extension (as before) and then decorate the
result with cardinals to obtain a forest of cardinals. Then if this forest satisfies
the elementarity conditions then it is a Tangled Web of cardinals.

It may be worth making the clarifying observation that the forest that un-
folds F in this case is actually a tree, and a tree of infinite rank. Trees of
infinite rank contradict choice (see 1) so we cannot appeal to Easton’s theorem
and decorate it with alephs.

3.2 Envoi

With definition 7 we have reached the end of the NF-ish preparatory material
needed to understand Holmes’ proof. The reader will need to be familiar with
FM methods but there are plenty of treatments in the literature. My job is
done. However, I take my leave of my readers with a few thoughts prompted
by the foregoing.

3.2.1 Can We do this in ZF using Forcing?

At this stage the reader does not yet know (tho’ Holmes does!) whether or
not the existence of tangled webs of cardinals (if consistent at all) is consistent
with foundation. The answer is that it is. For the moment at least, Holmes’
construction of a tangled web uses urelemente. It is natural to wonder if the
construction of a tangled web can be done in ZF tout court, using forcing. I
don’t know if that is the kind of result for which Jech-Sochor transfer theorems
hold . . . not that it matters much in the Grand Scheme of things.
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